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Peregrine Falcons are considered the fastest animal on the planet, with average cruising speed of 37 â€” 53
kilometers per hour 24 â€” 33 miles per hour , up to KPH 67 MPH when hunting down their prey. Male
Peregrine Falcons visit Tower Girl in the late winter and early spring to start courtship and mating. The
Peregrine Falcon is an apex predator. However, Peregrines may themselves fall victim to other predators
competing for food or territory. These mostly include other birds like Great Horned owls, Red-tailed hawks,
and other Peregrine Falcons. Austin is considered the edge of the peregrine breeding range, so any hatching
eggs atop the UT Tower would expand the known breeding range of the species. UT Austin students in classes
such as Biology of Birds observe Tower Girl and use her to practice their field-work and observational skills.
Peregrines are considered an endangered species success story. A ban on the chemical DDT led them to be
removed from the federal endangered species list in It also makes an appearance on the Idaho state quarter.
He continues to work on establishing falcon nest boxes in other major metropolitan areas of Texas. The falcon
sits in her box often, fluffed up. We suspect she has or is laying eggs. She is not sick as far as we know. Where
is the male falcon? Most likely he has continued migration northward. It is likely he has a territory and
long-term mate in the northern breeding range. She often stands on one leg and curls the other. Is something
wrong with her foot? Birds rest that way just like a horse will bend and rest one leg at a time. When can we
expect to see some eggs? The floor of the box is depressed slightly to avoid eggs rolling out and they might
not show on the camera. The eggs currently in the nest box are not expected to hatch in See this article in the
Austin American-Statesman for more details: When is it coming back? Sometimes due to storms in the area or
other technical issues, the camera will be offline. Trust that we are working to remedy the problem, but cannot
give definite time frames when the camera is returning. We also encourage you to refresh your browser, as the
issue might be on your computer. There is no microphone installed on the camera. The functions for sound
volume are just the standard display format for the webfeed as designed by the vendor. We thank the Winkler
Family Foundation for their generous support of the Biodiversity Center, which enables projects including the
Falcon Cam. Patterson Labs Building, Speedway.
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Like us on Facebook? Texas Stretching 1, km mi from east to west and 1, km mi from north to south, Texas,
the Lone Star State, occupies almost 7. With its 16,, inhabitants resident census , Texas is the second most
populous state in the country. It derives its name from the Spanish and Indian words tejas and techas, meaning
"friends" or "allies. In , Moses and Stephen F. Austin started the Anglo-American colonization that culminated
in the organization of a provisional government at San Felipe on Nov. After almost ten years as an
independent republic, Texas became a U. The modern economic development of Texas started in January with
the eruption of an oil well drilled at Spindletop, near Beaumont. The rapid discovery of oil in various other
parts of the state led to a boom that has never really stopped. The economy of Texas has become highly
diversified, and its population has more than quadrupled during this century. Four major physiographic
subdivisions of North America are found in Texas: The Gulf Coastal Plain, extending about 80 to km 50 to 60
mi inland from the Gulf of Mexico, from sea level to an altitude of about m ft , has a rolling-to-hilly surface.
Its western part consists of a fertile belt of land of irregular width known as the Blackland Prairie. It consists
of a flat-topped tableland with an elevation of about 1, m 4, ft. Lying between Mexico and New Mexico, the
barren Trans-Pecos region in southwestern Texas alternates between rolling hills in the Pecos River valley and
the isolated high ridges of the Guadalupe and Davis mountains. Texas is divided into 14 land resource areas
that have similar or related soils, vegetation, topography, and climate. The soils vary greatly in depth from one
region to another and show different physical properties; all need fertilizing, however, and some need
irrigating to make them productive. Rivers and Lakes Texas has two sources of water: Water from the former
has traditionally been an essential source of municipal supplies; because of falling water tables, however,
cities more and more must now depend on surface reservoirs. Texas has relatively few natural lakes but
hundreds of artificial ones. These were developed to provide hydroelectricity, to store water, or to irrigate
farmland. Climate The climates of Texas range from the hot subhumid found in the Rio Grande valley to the
cold semiarid of the northern part of the Panhandle, and from the warm humid in the east to the arid of the
Trans-Pecos. Rainfall varies from 1, mm 55 in in the east to less than mm 10 in in the west. The average
number of days with some precipitation ranges from 44 in El Paso to in Houston. Drought can be a serious
problem, especially in the Great High Plains, where an average of seven droughts occur in a year period.
Temperatures, too, vary greatly, ranging from 49 deg C deg F to deg C deg F. Each year about tornadoes
occur, most frequently in the Red River valley. Vegetation and Animal Life The dense pine forests of eastern
Texas contrast with the deserts of the western part of the state, and the grassy plains of the north contrast with
the semiarid brushes of southern Texas. Eastern Texas vegetation is characterized by dense pine forests and a
variety of hardwoods, including oak, hickory, ash, and magnolia. The central region is dominated by oak, elm,
and pecan, as well as, on the Edwards Plateau, by cedar and mesquite. Shrubs of the grasslands of the lower
altitudes of the west include acacia, mesquite, and mimosa; the Trans-Pecos Mountains have pine, fir, and
spruce. The Rio Grande valley is mostly covered by brush, mesquite, cedar, post oak, and in places a dense
growth of prickly pear. In the southwest are found cactus, agave, and yucca. Texas is the temporary home
every year for many migratory birds. Aransas Wildlife Refuge, for example, on the Gulf above Corpus Christi,
provides the winter quarters for the almost extinct whooping crane. Among the smaller mammals are the
muskrat, raccoon, opossum, jackrabbit, fox, mink, coyote, and armadillo. The known petroleum deposits of
Texas--about 8 billion barrels--make up approximately one-third of the known U. Uranium was discovered in
in the Coastal Plain, and additional deposits have been found in various other parts of the state. Hispanics
account for European settlers during the 19th and early 20th centuries included Germans, Swedes, and
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Czechs. Education In , Texas president Mirabeau B. Lamar set aside land in each county for public schools
and for a state university. Today the enrollment in Texas public schools exceeds 3 million, and higher
education in the state includes about public institutions see State of Texas Universities. Additional thousands
of elementary and secondary students attend private schools, and Texas has several dozen private institutions
of higher education including Baylor, Rice, and Southern Methodist Universities. There are more than
museums; and there are 3 major symphony orchestras--in Dallas, Houston, and San Antonio. Well-known
symphony orchestras are also in Amarillo, Fort Worth, and Austin. There are ballet companies in Austin and
Houston, and the Alley Theatre in Houston has a national reputation. There are numerous other morning and
evening dailies, and Texas is well supplied with radio stations, both AM and FM, as well as with television
stations. This changed in the mids when oil prices collapsed devastatingly, greatly diminishing tax revenues
and adversely affecting not only oil-related industries but also many others, such as real estate and banking.
Slow economic recovery began in , however, helped by the diversification that had already begun in Texas and
that was now intensified. The service industries, notably retail and wholesale trade, contribute well over half
of the gross state product of Texas. Agriculture Texas is a leading agricultural state, frequently ranking third
after California and Iowa in gross farm income. Agricultural statistics in Texas have been affected by modern
technology, which increases productivity: Another trend has been a decline in the total number of farms and
ranches. The largest share of agricultural income is derived from beef cattle. Texas leads the nation in number
of beef, which usually exceed 14 million head. Texas also leads in national production of grain sorghum,
watermelons, cabbages, and spinach. Wheat, corn, and other grains are also important. There is good farmland
located in most parts of the state, some of it made more productive by use of irrigation and of dry-farming
techniques used in the Panhandle, for example, for wheat production. Forestry and Fishing Production of
timber--more softwoods than hardwoods--represents a small share of the gross state product of Texas, but
shipments of lumber and wood products and of paper and allied products are worth many times that share.
Other species caught include crabs, oysters, flounder, and red snapper. It leads the nation in the production of
mineral fuels, with petroleum the most valuable and natural gas the second most valuable. Texas in recent
years excepting the downturn of the mids has supplied about one-third of the U. A foremost state in nonfuel
minerals, Texas is a leading producer of natural graphite, magnesium, sulfur, and cement. The eastern part of
the state has lignite coal mines. Metals mined in Texas include iron, uranium, magnesium, and sodium.
Manufacturing Before World War II, manufacturing in Texas centered on processing the raw materials,
notably petroleum and agricultural products, available in the state. The decades since the war have seen an
emphasis on diversification in manufacturing, however, as well as significant industrial expansion. In the late
s, in the wake of the disastrous slump, state leaders were attempting to attract more high-tech industries to
Texas. Manufactures include a wide range of petroleum and coal products, nonelectrical machinery,
chemicals, and food products. Other broad categories of Texan manufactures include electrical machinery and
equipment, fabricated metals, primary metals, and transportation equipment. Specific manufactures include
such diverse items as wristwatches, radios, cosmetics and drugs, leather goods, and mobile homes. Tourism
Texas attracts millions of out-of-state visitors annually; its tourist-related businesses compete with California
and Florida for the U. Johnson Space Center near Houston. Hunting and fishing are popular pastimes for
visitors and Texans alike, as are professional and college sports events. Transportation and Foreign Trade As
befits its hugeness, Texas ranks first nationally in total highway and railroad mileage. It also has the most
airports about 1, There are 12 deepwater ports along the Gulf of Mexico, with Houston the busiest and ranking
among the most active of all U. Texas is a major exporter of manufactured goods, including chemical and
allied products. Also exported are agricultural products--especially cotton and food grains. Other exports
include natural gas and fishery products, especially shrimp. Energy Texas consumes more energy than any
other state--much of the natural gas and oil produced in the state never leave its borders. The chief executive is
the governor, who since serves for 4 years. Legislative authority is exercised by the senate, with 31 members
elected for 4-year terms, and the house of representatives, with members elected for 2-year terms. The
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legislature meets biennially in odd-numbered years. The highest courts of Texas include the nine-member
supreme court and the nine-member court of criminal appeals. Judges of the two courts are elected to 6-year
overlapping terms. The Texas state delegation to the U. House of Representatives was to gain three additional
seats following the census. In the state elected its first Republican governor William P. And Republican John
Tower served in the U. Senate from until his retirement in Despite the popularity of some individual
Republicans, including Ronald Reagan and George Bush, Democrats have dominated state-level politics since
Reconstruction; competition occurs chiefly between the liberal and conservative wings of the Democratic
party. Many Texans, such as former U. House Speaker Sam Rayburn, have played influential roles in national
affairs. Henry Cisneros attracted national attention after he became the first Mexican-American mayor of a
major U. Other Spanish expeditions followed during the next century, and in , Ysleta, near El Paso, became
the first European settlement in Texas. La Salle was killed by one of his own men in , and his fort was
destroyed by disease and the Indians. About , however, the Spanish felt threatened by another Frenchman, the
explorer and trader Louis Juchereau de Saint Denis.
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Its winters are mild with brief cold spells, but summers are hot with moderate to high humidity. Dallas has a
council-manager form of government that was established there in Area city, square miles square km. Skyline
of Dallas, Texas. Skyline at night of Dallas, Texas. Other settlers moved into the region, and a town site was
laid out in Commercial growth was stimulated by the arrival of the railroads in the s. In addition, the city was
a top manufacturer of cotton-ginning machinery. Also during the early 20th century, Dallas was a centre of
food processing and the manufacture of textiles and leather products, and an automobile plant and a branch
bank of the Federal Reserve System were established there. Mexican immigrants contributed to the population
growth. The city began a period of spectacular growth during and after World War II , when several large
aircraft-manufacturing plants were established in the area. These were followed by electronics and
automobile-assembly plants. Dallas was thrust abruptly into the international spotlight on November 22, ,
when U. Kennedy was assassinated as he rode in a motorcade through the downtown area. Dallasâ€”Fort
Worth International Airport opened in , drawing business to the region and making it an attractive location for
corporate headquarters. The oil business reached its peak in the early s; however, by the end of the decade the
industry had gone bust, and thereafter its contribution to the economy decreased dramatically. The
contemporary city Dallas today is a cosmopolitan city known for its high concentration of restaurants and
shopping centres. Skyscrapers, such as Bank of America Plaza and Reunion Tower , create a striking night
skyline. The population density is unusually low for a major metropolitan area , reflecting the predominance
of single-family homes about two-thirds of all dwelling units. The city is ethnically diverse , with less than
half its population being of European descent. About one-fourth of the residents are African American, and
more than one-third are Hispanic. Dallas became well-known in popular culture as the setting for the
eponymous television drama series originally broadcast â€”91 ; the ranch where the show was filmed is now a
tourist attraction and convention centre. Buildings in downtown Dallas, Texas. In addition, it is the world
headquarters of the U. Army and Air Force Exchange Service, which provides goods and services to military
personnel. Wholesale and retail trade combine with services particularly business, financial, and health to form
the backbone of the economy. Dallas is the leading banking, financial, and trade centre for the Southwest, and
some 6, companies have their corporate headquarters there. The city is also a busy convention centre and a
hub of airline services. The top technology fields include software production, computer services, and
manufacturing of computer hardware, semiconductors, and wireless communication equipment. Food
processing, publishing, printing, and advertising are also important. Aerospace manufacturing remains an
economic factor, although production greatly decreased during the s. Hundreds of oil companies are still
headquartered in Dallas, as are many drilling-equipment supply firms and geophysical exploration firms;
however, oil and gas extraction now has little economic impact. Dallas is a major transportation hub and the
trucking and distribution centre of the Southwest. The city operates a second major airport, Love Field, and a
smaller facility for corporate aircraft and general aviation. The region has an extensive network of highways
and commuter-rail and light-rail transit systems. In addition to the schools mentioned above, institutions in the
Dallas area include Dallas Baptist University , Southern Methodist University , the University of Dallas , the
University of Texas at Dallas , and several community colleges. The city is known for its cultural activities,
including opera, ballet, musicals, and symphony concerts; a notable facility is the Kalita Humphreys Theater ;
part of the Dallas Theater Center , designed by Frank Lloyd Wright. Meyerson Symphony Center , designed
by I. Pioneer Plaza at the Dallas Convention Center features a life-size bronze sculpture of a cattle drive,
complete with 70 head of cattle and 3 cowboys. Old City Park preserves some three dozen restored North
Texas buildings, most from the 19th century. Kennedy Memorial Plaza is near the spot where that president
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was assassinated; the Sixth Floor Museum in the building facing the plaza from which the assassin allegedly
shot is dedicated to the assassination and its aftereffects. The Dallas Zoo is noted for its reptile collection.
Several lakes in and around the city provide outdoor recreational opportunities; White Rock Lake, a reservoir
in the northeastern part of the city, is surrounded by parkland that includes an arboretum. Learn More in these
related Britannica articles:
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Number of incorporated cities: Percentage estimates for from the U. Bureau of the Census. People may choose
to report more than one race to indicate their racial mixture, such as "American Indian" and "White. Thus, the
totals may add up to more than percent. About 15 miles northeast of Brady in northern McCulloch County.
Guadalupe Peak 8, ft. Gulf of Mexico sea level. Chemicals and allied products, petroleum and coal products,
food and kindred products, transportation equipment. Cattle, cotton, vegetables, fruits, nursery and
greenhouse, dairy products. Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids. Where in Texas Are We? The college
is in Central Texas, not Southwest Texas, argued the late, longtime president of the institution, Jerome Supple,
during the consideration of the name change. In fact, how the regions within the state are perceived changes.
Although many today would agree with Dr. Jordan, in his study published in Texas, A Geography, polled 4,
college students in for their self-descriptions of their home regions. Part of the results are shown in his
preceptual map. Jordan pointed out that regions with environmental terms as a rule are the oldest. The Lower
Rio Grande Valley is not a valley but a delta, and the Permian Basin in not a topographic basin, but, rather, the
term refers to the geological formation underneath. Some regions have political terms, such as Texoma
Texhoma , which combines the names of Texas and Oklahoma. Free State is a 19th century term for Van
Zandt County that has various explanations for its origin. Also included in Dr. Over time the area considered
within the Hill Country has expanded, perhaps because of its attraction to travelers. As the National
Geographic points out, these definitions are always changing: Others, especially functional regions, my retain
certain basic characteristics, but may undergo spatial redefinition over time. Jordan found in Only North
Texas State [now University of North Texas] students voted in a predictable manner and even there the
majority was rather small.
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Which Texas metropolitan area is known worldwide for its medical center and expanding research facilities in the
medical field? Houston What year was the North American Fair Trade Agreement (NAFTA) SIGNED.
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Libana Milender. Principal Libana Zamudio Milender was born and raised in Del Rio, Texas and graduated from Del Rio
High School in She is a graduate of Texas A&M University.

7: Natural Resources Systems Program
Texas' two extensive metropolitan areas are the Dallas-Fort Worth and the Houston-Galveston-Brazoria consolidated
metropolitan statistical areas. Together they constitute about 45% of the state's population.

8: Centers at McCombs | McCombs Business School
The metropolitan area is the th-largest United States metropolitan area and covers all of Webb county, with a population
of , It is also a part of the Laredo-Nuevo Laredo Metropolitan Area with an estimate population of ,
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The Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex (officially designated the Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, TX Metropolitan Statistical Area
by the US Office of Management and Budget),, encompasses 13 counties within the U.S. state of Texas.
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